Effects of benzo[a]pyrene adduct stereochemistry on downstream DNA replication in vitro: evidence for different adduct conformations within the active site of DNA polymerase I (Klenow fragment).
The presence of bulky adducts in DNA is known to interfere with DNA replication not only at the site of the lesion but also at positions up to 5 nucleotides past the adduct location. Kinetic studies of primer extension by exonuclease-deficient E. coli DNA polymerase I (Klenow fragment) (KF) when (+)-trans- or (+)-cis-B[a]P-N(2)-dG adducts were positioned in the double-stranded region of the primer-templates showed that both stereoisomers significantly block downstream replication. However the (+)-cis adduct, which causes a stronger inhibition of the nucleotides insertion across from and immediately past the lesion, affected the downstream replication to a much smaller extent than did the (+)-trans adduct, especially when the B[a]P-modified dG was properly paired with a dC. The effects of mismatches across from the adduct and the sequence context surrounding the adduct were also dependent on the stereochemistry of the B[a]P adduct. Thus, the identity of the nucleotide across from the adduct that provided the best downstream replication was different for the (+)-cis and (+)-trans adducts, a factor that might differentially contribute to the mutagenic bypass of these lesions. These findings provide strong direct evidence that the conformations of the (+)-cis and (+)-trans adducts within the active site of KF are significantly different and probably differentially affect the interactions of the polymerase with the minor groove, thereby leading to different replication trends. The stereochemistry of the adduct was also found to differentially affect the sequence-mediated primer-template misalignments, resulting in different consequences during the bypass of the lesion.